
GROOVIE GOOLIES #8 

This place is driving me batty J 

DRAG 

DRAC 

Why did you pour that green paint all over me? 

WOLFIE 

Well I heard it's Saint Batrick's Day!! 

I knew there was a catch to this! 

FRANKIE 

BONAPART 

CI wonder what's for dinner. Ah my favorite dish.. .Shoe-fly Pie. 

SABRINA 

Drac, I didn't know you played baseball. 

DRAC 

Are you kidding? I'm batting a thousand! 

Frankie what color are your eyes? 

HAGATHA 

FRANKIE 

Shocking pink!! I needed that! 

DRAC 

Welcome once again, students, to the Little Dread Ghoul House. Today we discuss 

my favorite subject, the human body! 

WOLFIE 

Hey, like Drac, maybe you can start with my Wolf Wagon! 

DRAC 

What in blazes are you talking about! 

WOLFIE 

A body job for my wheels. 
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DRAC 

That1 s the wrong kind of body! 

WOLFIE 

Sure is! It could use a roll bar, a new top, and a racing stripe. 

DRAC 

You dim-witted drop-out! Thiis is a Science class! 

WOLFIE 
Oops, sorry daddy, sorry. Mm looks like your losing control of your pupils! 

DRAC 

Now here to help us study anatomy is Frankie! 

BATSO ' 

I hope they give us a test on his brain! 

RATSO 

Yeah, there's nothing to it! 

DRAC 

This x-ray screen will show us what makes Frankie tick. My what big gears you 
have. 

FRANKIE 

The better to shift for myself with! 

DRAC 

Now by means of this candy bar, we shall see how his digestive system works. 
First it enters the asophagus, then the asparagas, then through the service 
entrance into the carberator through the funnel into the tunnel ending up in the 
crank case. 

FRANKIE 

Mmmm, yummy, that really sticks to your ribs. 

BONAPART 

You think that sticks to your ribs, you ought to try salt water taffy! 

DRAC 

With all that metal, Frankie has to be very careful of magnets. 
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RATSO 

You mean like this one? 

FRANKIE 

Uh oh I 

RATSO 

Oh what a feeling of power. 

BATSO 

It's my turn now. Watch this airplane spin! 

FRANKIE 

Woooooooo!!!!I 

DRAC 

Give me that you little thief s! 

RATSO 

Help! Get us out of here. 

FRANKIE 

Ratso & Batso surely are attracted to your school Drac! 

DRAC 

It must be my magnetic personality! 

SABRINA 

Accourding to the spookkoo clock, it's time for Frankie's home movies. 

FRANKIE 

Okie dokie everybody. It's goolie home movie time. Lights out! Now we shall 
see what we use to look like. Here's Drac when he was just a tiny baby in a 
crypt. Oh lookie he just got his first fang. He certainly was a cute little 
nipper. Oh lookie here, he's about to take his first step. Looks like he got 
off to a bat start. 

Here's baby Hagatha on the day she learned to spell cat. 

HAGATHA 

Tomorrow I learn how to spell people 

FRANKIE 

And here's little Wolfie in his very first Wolf Wagon. Uh oh, look out for baby 

Bohapart! 
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BONAPART 

You... you_you bonehead! 

FRANKIE 

Oh well, looks like things haven't changed. Here I am with little Rover when 
he was just a pup. Here's the very first time I ever made him roll over.... 
It was also the very last time I ever made him roll over. Then I made him jump 
through a hoop. That's when I decided to get either a bigger hoop, or a smaller 
pet. As you can see, Rover and I were very close, you might even say too close 
(baby Frankie) I needed that. 

Well gang, that's the goolie movie for today... 

FRANKIE 

Drac, what's green and purple with sharp little teeth and a hairy body? 

DRAC 

I don't know. 

FRANKIE 

Neither do I, but there's one crawling on your neck! 

RATSO 

Hey Batso, I just heard Vampire's whistle in Transylvania! 

RATSO 

Boy Ratso, what good ears you got! 

MUMMY 

You know, I have a trick Zombie, He can roll over and play live! 

FRANKIE 

Oh, here's a good book to read. "Gone with the Wind". 

HAGATHA 

Drac, I wish you'd stop hanging around my pantry. 

MUMMY 

Say Sabrina, I'd like you to meet my half brother. 

SABRINA 

Well I can see he takes after your mummies half of the family. 
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FRANKIE 

Oh, here's a good book to read. "The Raging Sea" 

Look, Wolfie, iamese Twin Ghosts! 

Now that's what I call a boo boo! 

MUMMY 

WOLFIE 

BELLA 

Good news, Bonapart, the stars say you're gonna get your big break!! 

Those stars and their big mouths!! 

BONAPART 

FRANKIE 

Here's a good book to read. "The Battle of Bunker Hill". 

I didn't need that! 

SABRINA 

Why is Orville eating those cans of paint? 

MUMMY 

The doctor said he needed a little color. 

DRAC 

Ice cream ten cents. Ice cream ten cents... 

BONAPART 

Here's your dime. 

DRAC 

Thanks, now i'll scream, (he shrieks) 

And I didn't need that! 

BONAPART 

WOLFIE 

Hey Dr. Jeckyl and Hyde, My cousin here thinks he's a referigerator. 

HEAD ONE 

Sounds serious. 
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WOLFIE 

You can say it again, he sleeps with his mout open, and the little light keeps 

everybody awake! 

FRANKIE 

Here's a good book to read. "The Redskins Revenge". 

WOLFIE 

Wow, like how do you manage to swim so fast? 

MUMMY 

Well al 1 you need is a proper diet, you know. Pleanty of exercise, and a sea- 

monster chasing you! 

HA.GATHA 

This package just arrived from the club I joined. 

DRAC 

Which club is that? 

HAGA1HA 

The shriek of the week club! 

FRANKIE 

Oh my golly gosh, the film unwound. 

MUMMY 

Stand back Frankie, I'm terrific at winding things up, you know. Help! Help! 

WOLFIE 

Like what's wrong Mummy, you always said you wanted to be in the movies? 

WOLFIE 

Man it's like time my Wolf Wagon had its own garage. There now, I built it with 
my own two paws and its strong enough to withstand anything.. .Except an over 

weight robin. Maybe I need a helping hand. 

GOOLIHAND 

You called for a handyman pal? 

WOLFIE 

Glad to see you Goolihand daddy, just set your tool box down any old place... 

Any place but there, any place but there! 
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GOOLIHAND 

Sorry, what else can I do for you, pal? 

WOLFIE 

Build me a new garage. 

GOOLIHAND 

That's a snap, pal. 

WOLFIE 

You double-jointed dimwit, I said a garage, not a mirage I 

GOOLIHAND 

Oops! Sorry! 

WOLFIE 

I want a place to lock up my Wolf Wagon, man. 

GOOLIHAND 

Well why didn't you say so. How's that Wolfie? Wolfie, where are you? 

WOLFIE 

Get me out of here you knuckled ninny, all I wanted is a simple little garage to 

keep the Wolf Wagon in. 

GOOLIHAND 

Oh, now I see. You mean like this? 

WOLFIE 

Well that's groovie man, but you forgot to build a door. 

GOOLIHAND 

Oops, I really put my foot in it that time. 

WOLFIE 

Never mind man, never mind. I shall repair it. Sick em Wolf Wagon. 
You gotta admit. Wolf Wagon makes a grand entrance. 

GOOLIHAND 

And a pretty good exit as too. Well, there's your garage, and believe me it'll 
withstand anything, pal. Except overweight butterflies! 
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HAGATHA 

My that butterfly's put on a lot of weight. I'll be witched. It's a sockleberry 
bush, they're dangerous in a garden. Especially to the gardener! No bush can 
get the best of Hagatha Hag. That tears it, there's only one way to handle this 

worrisom weed. You hoo, Frankie. 

FRANKIE 

What's up Hagatha? 

HAGATHA 

This sockleberry bush, I can't get it out of my garden. 

FRANKIE 

Oh, that's no problem, I; 11 just grab it like this_and throw myself over here. 

HAGATHA 

I should've warned you these sockleberry bushes are tough. 

FRANKIE 

Yes, but I know Karate...put up your leafs and fight like a man. Aha, I got you now. 

HAGATHA 

You chopped the tree. 

FRANKIE 

So I have. 

MOMMY 

You know, Frankie's a ragular lumber jerk! 

HAGATHA 

What are you gonna do now 

FRANKIE 

What else, yell TIMBER!!!!! 

HAGATHA 

It's gonna fall on my Nastaciums. 

FRANKIE 

Don't worry. I'll save em. Well I saved the Nastaciums. 

HAGATHA 

Winner and still champion. the sockleberry bush! 
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